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HOLIDAYS PROJECT WORK - Class: IX  
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English Profile of any two Indian players. Water pollution – Its prevention. 

Maths 
Lines and Angles:  

1. Types of Angles. 

2. Pair of Angles 3. Kinds of angles. 

Polynomials: 

Different types of terms, degree of the polynomial, remainder thrm and factor thrm. 

Physical 

Science 

Make a model to explain the structure of particles in solids, liquids and 

gases. 

Observe some daily life examples for Newton’s first law of motion and explain the 

situations. 

Biology 
1. Tabulate the cell organelles and their functions. 

2. Collect about the different tissues in plants. 

1. Collect the old blood report of your friends or relatives and prepare a report on content 

of blood. 

2. Project on Reverse osmosis. 

Social 
Collect newspaper (or) magazine articles and news on earthquakes and 

volcanoes. How do they happen and how they affect human life. 
Prepare a documentation on Green revolution. 



 

Subject Formative – III Formative – IV 
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English 
Different types of Disasters – Rescue operations (or) Biography of Any 

two Indian freedom fighters. 
Collect the information about various places for better planning atleast (10) places. 

Maths Statistics : Finding Mean, Median & Mode Quadrilaterals : Different types of quadrilaterals and their properties. 

Phy.Science 
Collect the information about elements, compounds, homogeneous 

mixtures and heterogeneous mixtures classify them in the form of table. 

Write a report on the history of unveiling the structure of atom from John Dalton to 

Neil’s Bohr. 

Biology 
1. Collect the information about disease of Eyes, Ear, Tongue, Skin 

2. Make a list of weeds grown in your area. 

1. Name five living things that live in soil. What do these things do to affect the soil. 

2. The effect of Human Activities on Environment. 

Social Prepare draft on Advises, Revolts against British Rule and Imperialism.  What facilities does the government provide to poor for seeking judicial justice. 


